Thorndon
Quay &
Hutt Road
Meeting Notes
from Stakeholder
Briefing

Stakeholder Feedback
We have summarised the questions / comments raised by
the Stakeholders on the following pages in to themes, with
a response from the LGWM programme or TQHR project
team, as appropriate.
Throughout the Stakeholder Briefing, we asked three questions:
1)

What key issues haven’t we captured?

2)

Are there any additional key themes that you would like to see that
can meet our project objectives?

3)

How you would prioritise the road space for all of the different users?

We asked the stakeholders to look past the short and medium impacts that
Covid-19 may bring, and think about the long term future of Thorndon
Quay and Hutt Road.
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Programme Integration /
Consideration of Other
Projects

LGWM & TQHR Project Team Response:
The Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road project team are working closely with
other projects within the LGWM programme to ensure objectives and
short-listed options will integrate. They are also mindful of other projects
currently being undertaken in the Wellington region, including the potential
relocation of the Ferry Terminals, the anticipated increased number of
cyclists using the route following the opening of the Te Ara Tupua
Wellington to Hutt Valley walking and cycling link, and the impacts of the

Stakeholder Questions / Comments:
“Are the anticipated demand changes from the planned PetoneNgauranga shared path at the Ngauranga intersection / Jarden Mile being
considered?”

Planning for Growth forecasts.
Options will not be short-listed if
they do not meet the project
objectives or require property or

“Can you address how this corridor is being integrated with the new mass
transit?”
“Are there aims to improve access and connection between the
Waterfront/ Thorndon Quay?”
“Are you looking at similar roads in say Auckland or even overseas that
have similar challenges and demands, to illustrate possible solutions?”

land outside of the existing
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road
corridor to be obtained. It is
noted there is some risk that we
may

have

to

revisit

some

aspects of the corridor design
depending on the outcome of

“Is access to the port off the motorway an option being considered?”

projects outside of the LGWM
programme, however we will be
working with those partners
throughout.
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Stakeholder Feedback on
Public Transport (Buses)
Stakeholder Questions / Comments:
“Is bus lane priority considered an option to improve transit times along
TQ?”
“Peak hour bus lane would be good”
“As a busy bus and cycling corridor, I would like to see more detailed
options about how bus stops and the cycleway are going to work together.
We already have major issues with conflicts, and this is a major road space
conflict as well. ”
“Can buses stop “in lane” instead of pulling in to bus stops?”
“Off peak bus services are not great so long term parking after 9am is
helpful to those working part time and as we move into the post-COVID
era where people may want to avoid using public transport.”
“The introduction of Double Deck buses has drawn attention to some
dangerous cambers on Hutt Road especially between Aotea Quay and
Thorndon Quay”
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“Bus priority measures and bus stops needs to be consistent along the
whole route as these impact vehicle design, bus route design (can we run
express buses). etc. This cannot be done in isolation.”

LGWM & TQHR Project Team Response:
A number of bus priority options are being considered to improve the
reliability and attractiveness of bus travel along Thorndon Quay and Hutt
Road, whilst also managing the conflict with other users such as cyclists.
If priority bus lanes are implemented North and Southbound, the road
layout is not wide enough for “pull in” bus stops, meaning they will be “in
lane”. If a Southbound only bus lane is implemented, “pull in” bus stops
can remain but at the expense of parking. If buses are not prioritised along
the route, “in lane” bus stops will improve the reliability of the buses.

Stakeholder Feedback on
Cycling Facilities
Stakeholder Questions / Comments:
““The cycleway works well on Hutt Rd with pedestrians/cyclists together”
“How many cyclists are there off-peak, and does that number justify having
a cycle lane tied up 24/7?”
“The safest option is to have cycles separated from motor vehicles. Why
not widen the eastern footpath and have a shared path with pedestrians?”
“If the majority of cyclists are only passing though and not stopping, having
them cross driveways and parking spaces is their highest risk area.”
“Cycling the last 100m from the waterfront to work along Bunny and down
Thorndon Quay is more difficult than any other part of my commute”
“Are you proposing separated cycleways and pedestrian spaces?”
“For active transport I'm hoping you are targeting 8 to 80-year olds with
people of all different abilities”
“Cyclists and buses should not be in the same lane”
“A protected centre lane for cyclist should be considered as an option”
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LGWM & TQHR Project Team Response:
We are currently considering a range of on road (e.g. permanent cycle
lane) and off road cycle path options which will be separated from general
traffic to enable users of all ages and abilities to feel safe using the path.
We are also conscious of the anticipated increased number of cyclists who
may utilise Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road in the future when the Te Ara
Tupua Wellington to Hutt Valley shared pathway is completed and
connects to Hutt Road at the Ngauranga intersection.

Stakeholder Feedback on
Crossings
Stakeholder Questions / Comments:
“The interaction of parking and pedestrian crossings should be looked at
as large parked vehicles can 'hide' people waiting to cross”
“The crossing at Davis St is the source of a lot of safety issues. Motorists
are asked to look at both the pedestrian crossing and intersection as they
go around the corner.”
“During morning peak, is there a better way to get school children across
this key arterial route”
“Can reinstating the Davis St overbridge to the stadium podium be put on
the agenda?”
“Lots of people will want to access the shared pathway both on Hutt Road
and Te Ara Tupua if they come off the bus or train at Jarden Mile”

LGWM & TQHR Project Team Response:
The project team are aware there are a number of challenging pedestrian
crossings along Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road, particularly at Mulgrave
Street, Moore Street, at the Tinakori Road intersection, the Hutt and Aotea
Quay intersection, and at Ngauranga Gorge.
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A number of options are being considered to improve the crossings. We
also know there are areas where jaywalking is common throughout the
corridor and where people think the crossings are hidden by parked cars.
We are also considering whether to signalise intersections along the
corridor to provide safe crossings whilst improving reliability for public
transport.

Stakeholder Feedback on
Parking

LGWM & TQHR Project Team Response:

Stakeholder Questions / Comments:

Thorndon Quay has approximately 240 short term parks (two hour) and
113 long stay parks (P540 and P600). 90% of vehicles stay less than the
two hour parking limit in the short term parks. Approximately 50% of the
long term parking spaces are utilised for four to nine hours.

“Parking of Utes / angle parking interferes with cyclists and the live lane
on Thorndon Quay”
“Is there any wish to remove parking between the testing station and
Capital Gateway that is available daily after the clearway finishes at 9am?”
“If you remove or substantially reduce the parking between the testing
station and Capital Gateway, please consider where else those people will
park”
“The massive amounts of parking in this area is exactly why it's not a
pedestrian/ cyclist friendly area that people want to spend time- it's more
efficient to improve public transport/ cycle safety”
“The interaction of parking and pedestrian crossings should be looked at
as large parked vehicles can 'hide' people waiting to cross”
“Longer less expensive parking on weekends for shoppers would
encourage people into the city”
“Car parking for customers on TQ is crucial, looking for transient park for
30-45minutes, and is essential for the business”
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The potential removal and management of parking (e.g. changing all day
parking to time restricted parking) is currently under review as part of the
long list to short listing process. Short Term Parking on Thorndon Quay
and Hutt Road is generally under utilised during the week, less so on the
weekends.

Hutt Road has 47 long term parking spaces, only 50% of these are utilised
during the week. Of the people who do use these parks, approximately half
stay for less than 30 mins and only a third use them for long-stay or
commuter parking.

Stakeholder Feedback on
Freight
Stakeholder Questions / Comments:
“Is there any expected impact on loading zones servicing Thorndon Quay
businesses (deliveries/couriers/etc)?”
“Freight access is required to the port and ferry terminals, as well as into
and beyond the city, e.g. to the airport. Only Thorndon Quay and to a
lesser extent Aotea Quay, provide alternative access other than the
motorway. Please note this is a through route as much as local route.”

LGWM & TQHR Project Team Response:
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road are part of the main over dimension route
for freight movements in and out of Wellington; we recognise the
importance of retaining this. The project team have had an initial
discussion with the Road Transport Forum, and received feedback from
the Heavy Haulage Association as part of the stakeholder workshop. We
are hoping to work further with these and other user groups to better
understand the implications of raised platforms, crossings and other issues
relating to the freight movement through the corridor.”
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The project team appreciate the commentary received on which modes
should be prioritised along Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road. The comments
are generally aligned with our thinking particularly in the context of priority
modes of travel for different times of the day, and aligned to the purpose
of travel and activity throughout the day.

Stakeholder Feedback on
Priorities

“For the Hutt Rd there are very different challenges during the week than
in the weekend congestion is mostly peak time peak direction. This is an
important element of the problem.”

LGWM & TQHR Project Team Response:
The project team appreciate the commentary received on which modes
should be prioritised along Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.

Stakeholder Questions / Comments:
“Vulnerable users and public transport as the highest priority at all times”
“Priority is a morning issue!”
“Buses first (they carry the most number of commuters).”
“Transport priority depends on the purpose of the travel, not on the
transport type. So, they definitely change with time of day.”
“AM Peak priority has to be southbound with northbound in the PM peak”
“Peak hours see more regular and therefore somewhat more confident
cyclists, whereas during the day it needs to cater for the 'keen but
concerned / less confident users”
“Priority separate bus, cycle and pedestrian spaces.”
“Buses & cyclists can share the same priority lane but its only necessary
in the morning peak going south and in the evening peak going north.”
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Next Steps
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If you have any other feedback please
email tqhr@lgwm.nz or via our
webpage:
https://lgwm.nz/thorndon-quay-huttroad/
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